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Work of modern negative ion sources is based on Cesiation Effect.

Cesiation effect, a significant enhancement of negative ion emission from gas discharges with 

decrease of co-extracted electron current below negative ion current, was observed for the first time 

by location into discharge chamber a compound with one milligram of cesium on July 1, 1971  in 

Institute of Nuclear Physics (INP), Novosibirsk, Russia (V. Dudnikov.“Technique for producing 

negative ions”, patent, 411542, filed 10/III,1972, 

https://inis.iaea.org/search/search.aspx?orig_q=RN:9355182).

This observation was further developed and understood as a new surface plasma method of negative 

ion production. In the patent application it was stated: “A method of negative  ion production in gas 

discharges, comprising adding into the discharge an admixture of substance with a low ionization 

potential such as cesium,  for example, for enhancement of  negative ion formation”. 

V. Dudnikov.  Development and applications of negative ion sources, Springer, 2019.

В. Дудников. Источники отрицательных ионов, НГУ, Новосибирск, 2018.

V. Dudnikov.  Surface plasma method of negative ion beam production, Phys. Uspekhi, 62 1233–1267, 2019.



Fig.  History of development of 
negative ion sources. Growth of 
beam intensity in time.
With cesiation effect H- beam 
intensity was increased to 10**4 
times from 3 mA to >40 A.

The generation efficiency of negative
ions beams could be significantly increased
by geometric focusing of the negative ions.
The geometric focusing scheme is illustraed

in Fig. Negative ions emitted by a cathode

are accelerated in the near-cathode potential

drop along a normal to the surface. If the

surface is cylindrical or spherical, negative

ions are focused to the center of curvature.



➢ On the basis of cesiation effect a large volume surface plasma source with cesiation and 

geometrical focusing converter was developed in  LBL.

➢ On the basis of this source LV SPS with converter, a smaller version of  LV SPS with a 

converter for the Los Alamos linear accelerator was developed.

➢ A large gas-discharge chamber with a multipole magnetic wall has a diameter 

➢ of 17.8 cm and a height of 12.8 cm. Two heated cathodes with a diameter of 1.5 mm 

and a length of 20 cm support a discharge with a voltage of 90 V, up to 40 A, generating 

a plasma with a density of up to 3 × 1012 cm-3 . A cooled converter with a diameter of       

5 cm and a potential of up to -300 V, bombarded by positive ions, emits secondary 

negative ions, accelerates them and focuses in an emission aperture with a diameter of 

6.4 mm. From this SPS, up to 18 mA of  H- ions are extracted at a duty cycle of up to 

10%. The normalized emittance of this beam is 0.13 π cm mrad. 



Fig.1. The schematic of  source. 

Fig.2.The photograph of  source. 



Fig.3. Dependence of H- beam current on discharge power. Left -with emission aperture 0.8 

cm,  right -with emission aperture 0.5 cm.

The dependence of the extracted beam current H- on the discharge power is characterized 

by strong saturation due to the destruction of H- in a thick layer of the discharge plasma 

after the converter.



Modified LANSCE converter SPS with a heated 

cathode Penning discharge.

The H- beam intensity, SPS life time and H- generation
efficiency can be increased by decrease of plasma
layer thickness between converter surface and
emission aperture. It is possible to improve beam
characteristics by small modification of this converter
SPS. A schematic of this modification is shown in Fig.
4. It is proposed to used a thin Penning discharge in
front of the converter, shifted to emission aperture. It
can be used the same discharge chamber with hot
filament, located in front of anode with a slit for
electron passing and anticathode for reflection of
electrons. Magnetic field for Penning discharge is
created by permanent magnets. Decrease of plasma
end gas between converter and emission aperture can
decrease H- beam loss and increase an extracted
beam intensity up to 2 times. H- ion beam is extracted
by existent extraction system. A heated tungsten

cathode of Penning discharge is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Heated tungsten 

cathode of Penning discharge.

Fig. 4. Modified LANSCE 

converter SPS with a heated 

cathode Penning discharge.



Other possibility is used a 

hollow cathode Penning 

discharge for generation a 

thin plasma sheet as shown 

in Fig. 6. 

This discharge was tested 

in SPS with separated 

functions.

Hollow cathode have a 

hole 3x50 mm2. 

H2 and Cs is delivered 

through channels  in 

hollow cathode.
Fig. 6. 



Experiments to optimize the processes

considered were attempted in SPS with

separated electrode functions.

In these sources, positive ions were generated

by an independent discharge with a separate

electrode system and a special electrode was

used as the H- ion emitter.

The energy of the bombarding particles

extracted from the plasma into the emitter was

regulated by changing the potential difference

between this electrode and the gas discharge

plasma.

SPS with separated functions.

Fig.7. Schematic of SPS with 

separated functions. 



Positive ions are formed in a flat layer of a gas-discharge plasma with 

transverse dimensions 0.12 × 3 cm2 formed by establishing a discharge with 

electron reflexing in a magnetic field between hollow cathodes with cavities 

in the form of long narrow slits and coaxial anode windows 3. The distance 

between cathodes in this SPS is 1.2 cm. Hydrogen is supplied by a pulse 

valve in the cathode cavity. To increase the efficiency of electron emission 

in the cathode cavity, cesium was released from cesium chromate tablets 

with titanium in container 5, when heated. The discharge voltage can be 

regulated over a wide range by changing the cesium release. Stable 

operation of pulsed discharges obtains up to a discharge current of 450 A. 

The emitter 4 is installed with an adjustable gap Δ between its working 

surface and the boundary of the gas-discharge plasma layer (negative values 

of Δ correspond to its penetration into the plasma). Cesium for the emitter 

was fed from a container with independent heating. An emission hole with 

dimensions up to 0.3 x 3 cm2 is located opposite the emitter working 

surface. To reduce the flow of accompanying electrons, the emission slit 

along the magnetic field is divided into three separate narrow slits by a 

jalousie (a shutter with a row of slats). with transverse dimensions 0.1 x 0.5 

mm2. The gas-discharge chamber is biased negatively at the extraction 

voltage. The extraction electrode 6 is grounded.

.

Fig. 7. Schematic of an SPS 

with separated functions. 1 –

Cathodes of the plasma 

generation system, 2 –

bounding diaphragms, 3 –

anode, 4 – independent emitter, 

5 – cavities for cesium, 6 –

extraction electrode.



The above concepts were also confirmed when working with this 

SPS. Without the emitter and with a positive potential on the 

emitter, comparatively intense H- ion beams were extracted from 

the source with emission density up to 2 A/cm2 by formation of 

H- ions at the electrodes near the emission slit. 

With increase in the potential of emitter 4 up to -100 V relative to 

the plasma, the H- intensity increased by a factor of two (Δ ~ 0.1 

mm). 

The dependence of the H– ion current density on the voltage of 

the independent emitter for different emitter positions relative to 

the plasma is shown in Fig.8. In high current mode, H– ion beams 

with emission density up to 5.4 A/cm2 were obtained by 

optimizing the emission properties of the emitter and the energy 

of bombarding particles.

Fig. 8.  Dependence on the 

voltage of an independent 

emitter of the current density 

of ions H– for different 

positions of the emitter 

relative to the plasma.



• A new modification of converter SPS with cesiation and 

Penning discharge is proposed.

• It can improve negative ion production and increase SPS 

life time substantially.

Conclusion
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Other possibility is used a hollow cathode Penning 

discharge for generation a thin plasma sheet as shown 

in Fig. 6. This discharge was tested in SPS with 

separated functions. Hollow cathode have a hole 

3x50 mm2. H2 and Cs is delivered through channels  

in hollow cathode.

SPS with separated functions

Schematic of an SPS with separated functions is

shown in Fig. 7. Experiments to optimize the

processes considered were attempted in an SPS with

separated electrode functions. In these sources,

positive ions were generated by an independent

discharge with a separate electrode system and a

special electrode was used as the H– ion emitter of.

The energy of the bombarding particles extracted

from the plasma into the emitter was regulated by

changing the potential difference between this

electrode and the gas discharge plasma.

Fig. 6. Modified LANSCE converter SPS with a 
hollow cathode Penning discharge


